Salamy stated, "In the visual modality, a stimulus falling on the left hemiretinae projects exclusively to the right occipital lobe and one on the right hemiretinae projects to the left lobe" (1, p. 1409). The fact is that the projections of the human visual system are just the opposite. This error, which unfortunately is not too uncommon, probably results from confusing the visual hemifields with the hemiretinae. Salamy then reversed the findings of Andreassi et al. (2) to correspond to this conceptual error when stating that "'significantly longer latencies and lower amplitudes have been observed over the homolateral cortex after hemifield stimulation" (1, p. 1409).
The actual relationships in the human visual system are as follows: stimuli in the left visual half-field fall on the right hemiretinae, which project to the right occipital lobe; conversely, stimuli in the right visual half-field fall on the left hemiretinae, which project to the left occipital lobe (3). The longer latencies and lower amplitudes of visual evoked potentials observed over the contralateral cortex presumably result from transmission of information from the homolateral hemisphere via the corpus callosum (2) . JAY E. GOULD Department ofPsychology, University of West Florida, Pensacola 32504
It would be nice to be able to specify the fiber population involved in the interhemispheric transfer of sensory information from surface recordings. The averaged evoked potential, however, most likely represents a summation of fast and slow activity within a pathway or pathways. Our inability to precisely identify the generator source for each component of the evoked potential makes untenable the assumptions of a single synapse and known conduction distance. Nevertheless, since the observed maturational effect (ipsilateral-contralateral latency difference) corresponds to myelination of the corpus callosum, it is presumably the excitation of these fibers that contribute most prominently to the elaboration of the evoked potential. Therefore, it may be primarily these large-diameter myelinated fibers which are being measured with my technique.
Gould is quite correct in pointing out the discrepancy regarding hemifieldhemiretinal projection. This was brought to my attention by my colleague J. Robinson, but only after the galleys had been returned. Gould, however, is incorrect in his interpretation of the Andreassi report (1). Longer latencies and lower amplitudes were, in fact, observed over the ipsilateral hemisphere (with respect the stimulated field) as I originally stated. More importantly, it should be mentioned that this confusion pertains solely to the Andreassi reference and has no bearing whatsoever on the data presented in my report or on the interpretation of the results.
